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Nonparametric estimation of the conditional mean function for additive models is investigated in cases 
where the observed data are dependent. We use an additive kernel estimator which is a sum of 
Nadaraya-Watson estimators. Under a strong mixing condition, the kernel estimator is shown to be 
asymptotically normal and to achieve the univariate optimal rate of convergence in mean squared error. 
mixing conditions * nonparametric regression * optimal rate of convergence * time series * Nadaraya-
Watson estimator 
1. Introduction 
If a set of variables are observed from the same experimental unit over time, it is 
likely that the data are correlated and the assumption of independence is not valid. 
For example, daily measurements of ozone concentration and eight meteorological 
quantities were made in the Los Angeles basin in 1976. Breiman and Friedman 
(1985), Buja et al. (1985), and Friedman and Silverman (1989) have studied the 
time-dependent relationship between atmospheric ozone concentration and 
meteorological variables. 
Let {(X,, Y,): t;, 1} be a strictly stationary process, X, E ~P, Y, E R Let Y, be the 
response variable, and let X, be the vector of predictor variables. It is desired to 
estimate the regression function mTs(x) = E ( Y, /X,= x) nonparametrically. 
The k-step prediction problem of a one-dimensional time series can be mapped 
to the structure of the stochastic process {(X,, Y,): t;, 1}. For a stationary time series 
{Z,: t;, 1}, set X,= (Zr-m+i> ... , Z,) andY, =Zr+k· Then the problem of predicting 
ZT+k from {Z,}?'~ 1 can be considered as a regression smoothing problem for 
{(X,, Y,)}?'~ 1 • The prediction problem for the time series {Z,} is thus the same as 
estimating mTs(x) = E( Y/ X= x) for the two-dimensional time series {(X,, Y,)}?'~ 1 . 
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Under certain dependence structures on stochastic processes, we can estimate the 
conditional expectation with a p-dimensional smoother. Robinson (1983) and Boente 
and Fraiman (1990) established the asymptotic normality of the multivariate kernel 
estimate for a stationary a-mixing (see Section 2.1) stochastic process {(X,, Y,): t;;;: 
1} such that Y, is bounded for all t;;;: 1, where X, E IR P, and Y, E IR. Let mTs = 
E( YIIXI = x) and u 2(x) = E(( Yi- mTs(x))2 IXI = x). Let mTs(x) be the Nadaraya-
Watson estimate (Nadaraya, 1964; Watson, 1964), i.e., 
~ ( ) (TA';-)- 1 L,J'= 1 K((X,-x)IAr)Y, 
m x-
TS - (TA';) - 1 "E~= 1 K((Xr- x) I Ar) ' 
where K is ap-dimensional kernel. Then if there exists O~P<oo such thatA.rT 11<P+ 2 >-+p 
as T -+oo, and under some other mild conditions, 
jffi(mTS(x) -mTs(X)) ~ N(b2, an' 
with b2 = {3I+p/ 2 J mW(x, u)K (u) du and u~ = u 2(x) J K 2(u) du/ g(x), where g(x) is 
the value of the joint p.d.f. of the vector X, at x, and mW(x, u) = 
lime_.0(mTs(x + eu)- mTS(x ))/e. Since the asymptotic variance is proportional to 
( TA.~) - 1 for small A.T, it requires unrealistically many data to keep the mean squared 
error small for even moderate p. This dimensionality problem is called the curse of 
dimensionality. The multidimensional smoother has another problem: The estimate 
is hard to interpret for p > 3. 
To avoid these problems we impose an additive structure on the conditional mean 
function. Namely the conditional mean function has the form mTs(X,) = 
I'+ LJ= 1 jj(Xtj) for a constant I' and X,= (Xn, X,2 , ••• , X,p)· Friedman and Stuetzle 
(1981), Breiman and Friedman (1985), Buja, Hastie and Tibshirani (1989) and 
Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) proposed various procedures to estimate an additive 
regression function. Stone (1985) proved that the optimal rate of mean squared 
error convergence of a spline estimate for additive models is T- 211 <21+ 1> where 1 is 
an index of smoothness of the regression surface and T is the sample size, which 
is the same as that for a one-dimensional function. Thus an increase in the dimension 
p does not decrease the rate of convergence, as it does if one is estimating a general 
(nonadditive) p-dimensional function. Recently, Hardie and Tsybakov (1990) and 
Baek and Wehrly (1992) investigated the asymptotic behavior of kernel estimators 
in additive models with random design and fixed design, respectively, and proved 
that the kernel estimators achieve the univariate optimal rate of convergence. All 
of these results were based on independent data. 
In this paper, we derive the asymptotic distribution of a kernel estimate of the 
additive conditional mean under dependence. Let {(X,, Y,): t;;;: 1} be a strictly 
stationary a-mixing process where X, E IRP, Y, E IR. Let mTS( ·) denote the additive 
conditional mean on IR P, which is given by 
p 
mTs(x)=E(Y,IX,=x)=r+ 'I. jj(xj), 
j=1 
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where y=E(Y;),X,=(Xti,X,2 , ••• ,X,P) and x=(xt.x2 , ••• ,xp). Since we can 
estimate the constant y with Y = (1/ T) L.~~~ Y, due to the stationarity of Y, and 
the assumption (A8) in section 2.2, we delete the constant term in the conditional 
mean function without loss of generality. Thus we will assume mTs(x) = L.!~ 1.fj(xJ 
from now on. We use the kernel estimate of mTs(x) which was proposed by Hardie 
and Tsybakov (1990) for independent data: 
where 
We show that the estimate is asymptotically normal and consistent under the 
dependence model in Section 2. Therefore it is possible to construct confidence 
intervals for the conditional mean. Proofs of these results are given in Appendix. 
The simulation study in Section 3 supports the good performance of our estimator 
under dependence. 
2. Asymptotic results under dependence 
2.1. Dependence conditions 
Let {(X,, Y;): t? 1} be a stochastic process and denote Ma,b the a-algebra generated 
by the random variables {(X, Y;): a .:::; t.:::; b}, 1 .:::; a < oo. The process is said to be 
a-mixing or strong mixing (Rosenblatt, 1956) if there exists a sequence a(n) of 
positive numbers such that limn~oca(n) = 0 and for any A E M 1,,, BE Mr+n,oo we have 
IP(A n B)- P(A)P(B)I.:; a(n). 
Doukhan and Ghindes (1983) and Yakowitz (1985) obtained pointwise con-
sistency for a Markov process satisfying a stronger mixing condition known as the 
rp-mixing condition (Billingsley, 1968). Bierens (1983) and Collomb and Hardie 
(1986) considered the Nadaraya-Watson kernel predictor in the case of the rp-mixing 
condition and derived uniform consistency of the estimator. Many asymptotic 
properties of nonparametric kernel estimates for time series are found in Gyorfi et 
al. (1989). 
Roussas (1988) studied strong consistency results for all kinds of mixing con-
ditions. Truong and Stone (1992) and also Roussas (1988) eliminated the condition 
of boundedness on the response variables. Truong and Stone (1992) obtained the 
optimal rate of convergence of a local average estimator for a-mixing processes, 
and showed that it is the same as that for the i.i.d. case. 
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2.2. Asymptotic distribution 
We need the following assumptions. Let X,= (Xti, ... , X,p). For j = 1, 2, ... , p: 
(Al) The process {(X,, Y,): t~ 1} is a strictly stationary a-mixing process, with 
the mixing coefficients a ( i) satisfying 
NL:~+ 1 a(i)~o asN~oo. 
(A2) The kernel K(u) is bounded with support [ -1, 1] and satisfies 
f K(u)du=1, 
f uiK(u)du=O, j=1, ... ,l-1, f u 1K(u) du ¥0, 
and 
f K 2(u)du<oo. 
(A3) gi, the marginal density of the random variable X,i is bounded, continuous, 
and bounded away from zero. The support of gi is compact. 
( A4) The functions jj and gi are bounded and are l times continuously differenti-
able, and lth derivative of jj,Jj'> is Holder continuous such that lfJ'>( u)- fJ'>( v )I~ 
clu-viY, where O<y~l. 
(AS) For all r~ 1, the density gi<r>(u, v) of (X,i, X,+r) is bounded uniformly 
m r. 
{A6) The vector X, has a density g continuous and positive at x. 
(A7) The components Xti of vectors X, are mutually independent for different j. 
(A8) E(jj(X1i))=O. 
(A8) is necessary to identify the additive conditional mean function. Otherwise 
there will be a free constant in each marginal function jj. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {(X,, Y,): t~ 1} be a stationary random process satisfying (Al) 
such that IY,I~M for all t~l. Let mTs(x)=L:;= 1./j(xi) and V(x)= 
E((Y1 -mTs(X1)?IX1 =x), x=(x~>···•xp)EIIF, and V(x) is continuous. Then 
(A2)-(A8) implies 
-/TAT (mTS(x)- mTs(x)) ~ N(b(x), u 2(x)), 
where 
{31/2 p f 
b(x) =1r i~I gj 1 (xi)H~'>(xi) u 1K(u) du, 
u 2(x) = f K 2(u) du it gj 1(xi) 
x{J ··· f V(u~>···•ui-~>xi,ui+I>····uP) 
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k>'j k>' j 
and Hjn is the lth derivative of If.;( v) = (_h( v)-_h(x.i) )gi( v ), as AT-+ 0, TAT-+ oo, and 
TA ~+ 1 -+ {3, where f3 > 0. 
Theorem 2.1 reveals that under the a-mixing condition the asymptotic distribution 
of the kernel estimate rnTs(x) is the same normal distribution as in the i.i.d. case 
(Hardie and Tsybakov, 1990). Also the estimator achieves the univariate optimal 
rate of convergence T- 2'1<21+ 1) if we choose AT= {3T- 11 < 2 ~+ 0 , f3 > 0. Since the additive 
nonparametriC kernel estimate rnTs(X) is free Of the CUrse of dimensionality, it does 
not require so many data even under the dependence structure as the multi-
dimensional nonparametric estimate does. 
Example. Assume that the functions _h, j = 1, ... , p, and the marginal densities are twice 
continuously differentiable. If the conditional variance V(x) is constant, i.e., V(x) =V, 
then 
where 
and 
0"2(x) = f K 2(u) du J1 gj 1(x)( v+ kt E(f~(X,k))), 
k "'j 
as AT-+ 0, TAT-+ oo, and TA ~-+ {3. 
With the bandwidth AT satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we need to 
estimate b(x) and 0"2(x) in order to construct an asymptotic confidence interval. 
We can skip the estimation of b(x) with a smaller bandwidth AT in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that the conditions of (Al)-(A8) are satisfied. Then 
.jfi;(mTs(x) -mTs(x)) ~ N(O, a-2(x)) 
and 
mTs(X) ~ mTs(X), 
as AT-+ 0, TAT-+ oo and TA ~+t-+ 0. 
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(a) bandwidth= 0.6247 (b) bandwidth= 0.4186 
(c) Estimates of the mean surface (d) True mean surface 
Fig. 1. (a) Estimates], (the solid line) and the true function / 1 (the dotted line), (b) Estimates ]2 (the 
solid line) and the true function/2 (the dotted line), (c) Estimates mTS, and (d) True mean surface mTS 
of the multiple time series (p1 = 0.3, p = 0.15) *in (a), (b) are Y, at X, 1 and X,2 , respectively. 
Under the conditions of Corollary 2.1, we can construct a 100(1- a)% confidence 
interval for mTs(x) as follows: 
( 1 ) 1/2 mTS(x)±z<>/2 --u2(X) , TAr 
where 
u 2(x) = f K 2(u) du it gj 1(xi) 
x{J · · · f V(u" ... ,ui_"xi,ui+t.···,up) 
X kqt gk(ud duk + kt E(f~(X,d)}. 
k>"j k>"j 
Unfortunately u 2(x) is a function of other unknown functions gi, V, and jj which 
we need to estimate. A consistent estimator of u 2(x) needs to be developed for 
practical use of confidence intervals (see Gasser, Sroka and Jennen-Steinmetz, 1986). 
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(a) bandwidth= 0.7759 (b) bandwidth= 0.3551 
(c) Estimates of the mean surface 
Fig. 2. (a) Estimates ] 1 (the solid line) and the true function / 1 (the dotted line), (b) Estimates ]2 (the 
solid line) and the true function / 2 (the dotted line), and (c) Estimates mTs of the multiple time series 
( p1 = 0.9, p2 = 0.8). * in (a), (b) are Y, at X0 and X,2 , respectively. 
3. A simulated example 
We considered an additive multivariate time series model to assess the performance 
of the proposed estimator mTs. The simulated multivariate time series has the 
conditional distribution determined by 
where X 11 =p1Xt- 1, 1+st, Xt 2 =p2Xt- 1,2 +TJt, 1Pjl<1, j=1,2,X11 and Xt 2 are 
independent, and st- N(O, a 2), t = 1, ... , T and Tit- N(O, a 2), t = 1, ... , T. The 
processes {st} and { T/t} are sequences of independent random variable that are 
independent of each other. Also st and Tit are independent from {(X, 1 , Xs 2 ), 
s = 1, ... , t -1}. The most commonly used example of an a-mixing process is an 
AR(p) process. We generated (X11 , Xt 2 ) from two independent AR(l) processes. 
We drew the samples with two sets of ( p 1 , p2 ) which determines the dependence 
of the process {(Y,,X11 ,Xt2)}i=l· The sample size Twas 300 and a=l. 
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First we assumed a weak dependence with ( p1 , p 2 ) = (0.3, 0.15). The kernel func-
tion used was K ( u) = ~(1- u2 ) for lui.;; 1. The estimates ] 1 and ] 2 along with their 
true functions are shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), and Figure 1(c) shows the 
regression surface estimates mTs which is close to the true surface mTs in Figure 
1 (d). The bandwidths of }1 and } 2 were selected by the Generalized Cross Validation 
criterion (Eubank, 1988) to reduce the computing time. 
The coefficients ( p1 , p2 ) = (0.9, 0.8) impose a more strongly dependent structure. 
Figure 2(a) shows J) and f)· The estimates fz are shown in Figure 2(b). mTs was 
plotted in Figure 2(c). mTs is slightly flat on the middle of XI axis due to J), but 
it is not difficult to detect the shape of mTs in Figure 1 (d). 
Appendix 
We will use the following lemma which was originally developed by Robinson 
(1983), and refined by Boente and Fraiman (1990). 
Lemma 1. Let { V,T, 1.;;; t.;;; T, T~ 1} be a triangular array of random variables with 
zero mean and {AT : T ~ 1} a sequence of positive constants such that: 
(Ll) For each T, V,T, t = 1, ... , T, are identically distributed random variables and 
V,T is measurable with respect to the u-field generated by (X,, Y,) with a strictly 
stationary a-mixing process {(X,, Y,): t ~ 1} having the mixing coefficients a(j) 
satisfying 
00 
N L a(j)~o asN~oo. 
N+l 
(L2) There exists c > 0 such that P(j V,TJ.;;; c)= 1 for all 1.;;; t.;;; T, T ~ 1. 
(L3) AT~o and nT~oo as T~oo. 
(L4) There exists u 2 > 0 such that E( V7T)/ Ar+ u 2 as T ~ oo. 
(L5) There exists c1 > 0 independent ofT such that E(l V,TV,+s,TD.;;; c1A ~for s ~ 
1, 1 .;;; t.;;; T and T large enough. 
Then ST = (TAT )-112 L~~~ V,T converges in distribution to a normal random variable 
with zero mean and variance u 2• D 
We construct a technical lemma which will be used to show the asymptotic 
normality of the proposed estimator in Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2. Assume (AI) to (AS). Then, if AT is a sequence of positive numbers such 
that TAT~ oo as AT~ 0, 
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p /31/2 f 
---'?llHJil(xj) u 1K(u)du, j=1,2, ... ,p, 
as TA 2).+ 1 ~ {3, where H) I) is the lth derivative of~( v) = (fj( v)-_h(xj) )gj( v ). 
Proof. The proof is similar to (b) in the proof of Lemma 2 of Boente and Fraiman 
(1990). Let 1Jr T = (TAT) -I/2 I~~ 1 K ( (Xtj- xj )/AT )(_h(Xtj)-_h(xj) ). Then 
( y) 112 f (v-x) E(PT) = AT K AT j (_h(v)- _h(xJ)gj(v) dv 
= c:r/2 f K ( V :Txj) ~(v) dv. 
Using Taylor's expansion, (1) becomes 
(TAT) 1/ 2 ( ~(xj)+ ~~ Hjll(xj) f u 1K(u) du(l+o(t))) 
= ( nl).+I) 1/2 HY;;xJ f u[K(u) du+o((TAl).+I)I/2), 
since ~(xj) = 0. 
/31/2 f lim E(PT) =-1- HY)(xJ u 1K(u) du, 
T-700 ! 
as TA 2).+ 1 ~ {3. 
(1) 
Now we need to check Var(PT)~o. Set S,T=K((Xtj-xJ/AT))(_h(X,J-_t(xJ). 
As IS,TI,;;; 2l.hlooiKioo = C1 , where lhloo = supl_tl, IKioo = supiKI, for all t ~ 1. 
Hence, 
Var(S,T),;;; E(S7T) 
f 2 ( Xtj - xj) ) ( ) 2 ( ) = K A-;- (_t(xtj - .t xj ) gj x,j dX,i 
=AT f K 2 ( u )(_h(xj + ATu)-_t(xj) ?gj(xj + ATu) du 
,;;;AT f K2(u)lfjil(u)I~IATul2gj(xj+ATu) du 
,;;;A~IJJI)(u)l~lgjloo f u2 K 2(u) du 
Var(S,T),;;; c2A ~. 
Now consider ICov(S,T, st+r,T)I, r~ 1. 
ICov(S,T, st+r,T)I = IE(S,TSt+r,T)- E(S,T)E(Sr+r,T)I 
,;;; IE(S,TSt+r,T)I + IE(S,y)IIE(S,+r, T )I. 
(2) 
(3) 
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The first term is 
X gi(r)(xi + Aru, xi+ Arv) du dv 
~A~ f f IK(u)llf}0 (u)looiAruiiK(v)IIJJ0 (v )looiArvllgj(r)( ·, · )loo du dv 
=A~If}0(u)l~lgj(rj{-,·)loo f f lullviiK(u)K(v)ldudv. (4) 
Let 
Then 
I={u: lul~l}, I'={v: lvl~l}. 
f f lullviiK(u)K(v)l du dv = f rxi' lullviiK(u)K(v)l du dv 
= r luiiK(u)l du L lviiK(v)l dv 
~IKI~. 
Therefore 
IE(S,rSt+r,r)l ~ C3A~. 
For the second term in (3), 
Also, 
IE(S,r)l ~ f I K ( x~:xj) (jj(X,j)- jj(xj)) lgj(Xtj) dXtj 
= Ar f IK(u)lljj(xi + ArU)- jj(xi)lgi(xi + ArU) du 
~A~If}0 loolgjloo f luiiK(u)ldu 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Putting (5)-(7) into (3), 
ICov(S,T,Sr+r,T)I~csA'j, r?l. 
Also note ICov(S,T, Sr+r.T )I~ 4a(r)ci, from Theorem 17.2.1 oflbragimov and Linnik 
(1971). As 
T T-1 T-t 
Var( 1Jf T) ~ (TAT)_, I Var(S,T) + 2( TAT)_, I I ICov(S,T, Sr+r, T )I 
t=l t=J r=l 
T T T-t 
~(TAT)- 1 I Var(S,T)+2(TAT)- 1 I I ICov(S,T,Sr+r.T)I 
t=l r=l 
T 
~ (TAT )- 1 I Var(S,T) 
r~l 
+2(TAT)- 1 t [i ICov(S,T, Sr+r,T)I 
+ r~~+i ICov(StT, Sr+r,T)I] 
~(TAT)- 1 Tc2A"i-+2(TAT)- 1 T( NcsAj+ r~~+i 4c,a(r)) 
00 
r~N+i 
taking N=A:r'+1, (A1) implies Var(PT)~o. D 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We can write 
where 
p 
= I (jTT/jT 
j~i 
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It follows from Robinson (1983) that under the assumptions of the theorem, 
gj(xJ ~ gj(xj), j = 1, 2, ... , p, as T ~ oo. 
Now we show that for some b(x), u 2(x), 
d 2 a'r1JT~ N(b(x), u (x)), as r~oo. (8) 
Note that 
= 1JijT+ 1J2jT• j = 1, 2, ... , p. 
So 1JjT is an element of the ·column vector 1JT, which is the sum of two column 
vectors 1JTT and 1JIT with their elements 1JljT and 1J2jT• respectively as follows: 
-(~:~) - (~::~) + (~::~) = * + * Y/T- : - : : -Y/JT Y/2T · 
. . . 
Y/pT Y/lpT Y/2pT 
For a'r1JT to converge in distribution to N(b(x), <T2(x)), we need to show 
where b(x) = b1 (x) + bix ). 
First we examine the asymptotic distribution of a'r7JTT with gj replaced by gj. Let 
~T= I ~(1 ·)K(Xu-xj)(Y,-_h(Xu)). 
;~I g) X) AT 
Then 
(by (A7)) 
=0 (by(A8)). 
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For notational convenience we use I,f,.k to indicate ('If~ 1 I:~ 1 )j,.k throughout 
the proof. 
E(ViT)=I~(l )E{K 2(Xtj-xj)(Y,-jj(Xtj))2}+2I ( / ( ) j~J gj xj AT jr'k gj xj gk xk 
x E{ K( X,~~ xj) K( X,:~ xk)( Y,- jj(Xtj))( Y,- fk(X,k))}. (9) 
First consider the first term of (9). Note 
E { K2( X,~~xj)( Y,- jj(Xtj)?} 
[ 2(Xtj-xj) I = E K ------;:;- E{( Y,- E( Y, X11, X,2, ... , X,P) 
+ E( Y,IXtl, X,2, ... , X,p)- jj(Xtj)?IXtl, X,2, ... , X,p} J 
[ 2(Xtj-xj) I 21 =E K ------;:;- {E{(Y,-E(Y, Xt1,X,2, ... ,X,P)) Xt1,X,2, ... ,X,P} 
+ (E( Y, 1 xtl, x,2, ... , x,p)- jj(X,j)?} J 
=E[ K 2 (X~~xj){ V(X11 ,X,2 , ... ,X,p)+CtJiJX,k)Y}] 
kr'j 
=AT f · · · f K\uj){ V(u~>···,uj-~>xi+ATuj,uj+l•····uP) 
+(JJk<uk)r}gixj+ATuj) duj kQI gk(uk) duk 
=AT f · · · f K 2(uJ{ (V(u~> ... , uj-~> xj, uj+~> ... , up) 
+ ATuj v< 0 (u 1 , ••• , uj-J. xj + ArBu;uj, uj+l, ... , up)) 
p 
X (gj(xj) + A~?)(xj)uj +!A h?)<xj + ATOujuj)uj) duj n gk(uk) dub 
k~l 
kr'j 
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by Taylor's expansion on V and g, where 
k= 1,2. 
The last equation becomes 
,hgj(xj) f K 2(u) du f · · · f { V(u~> ... , uj-I> xj, uj+I> ... , uP) 
+(~/k(uk)r} fll gk(uk) duk+o(A~) 
k¥j k¥j 
k,<j k¥j 
So the first term of (9) becomes 
AT f K 2(u) du t ---:----(1 .) {f · · · f V(u 1 , ••• , uj-I, xj, uj+t, ... , up) 
;-I g, X1 
k¥j k¥j 
Now consider the second term of (9). Note for j 'i=- k, 
~ (M + IJJioo)(M + !Jk!oo)E {I K (X~~ Xj) K (X,~~ Xk) I}, 
since IY,I~M andjj(xlj)~IJJioo,j=1,2, ... ,p. 
= ct J J I K ( X~~xj) K ( X,~~xk) lg/Xlj)gk(X,k) dXtj dX,k 
= c1A~ f f !K(uJK(uk)!g/xj+ ATuj)gk(xk + ATuk) duj duk 
~ ciigjloolgklooA~ f !K(uj)! duj f !K(uk)! duk 
(10) 
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Thus 
and the second term of (9) is 
2 I ( / ( )E{K(Xtj-x;)K(X,k-xk)x(Y,-jj(Xtj))(Y,-h(X,k))} 
;r'k g; X; gk xk AT AT 
= O(A~). (11) 
Hence, combining (10) and (11), it is easy to see that 
E(V~T)~f K2(u)du I _1_ 
AT J-t&(~) 
x{f · · · f V(u 1 , ... ,u;_ 1 ,x;,u;+~>· .. ,uP) 
k""i k""j 
as AT~ 0, T ~ oo. This satisfies the condition (L4) of Lemma 1. 
Now consider E(l V,TV,+r,TI) for r?! 1. We have 
E(l V,T V,+r,TI) 
[I { P 1 (X -X·) } = E i~' g;(x;) K ~T 1 ( Y,- jj(X,;)) 
[{ p 1 I (x,.-x.) I } ~ E ;~1 g;(x;) K ~ I Y,- jj(X,;)I 
=I _21 E {I K (Xtj-x;) K (Xr+r,;-x;) I 
J-l g;(X;) AT AT 
X I Y,- jj(Xtj)ll Yr+r- jj(Xr+r,;)l} 
+ £ 1 E {I K (Xr;- X;) K (Xr+r,k- xk) I 
;r'k g;(x;)gk(xd AT AT 
X I Y;- jj(X,;)II Y;+r- Jk(Xr+r,k)l} 
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P ff I (Xtj- xj) (Xt+r.j- xj) I 
= j~l cj K ~ K AT gj(r)(Xtj' xt+r,j) dXtj dXt+r,k 
P f I (XIj-xj)l f I (Xt+r,k-xk)l +j~k Cjk K ~ gj(Xtj) dXtj K AT gk(Xt+r,d dXt+r,k 
= jt cjA ~ f f IK (utj)K (ut+r)lgj(r)(xj + ATutj, xj + ATut+r,j) dutj dut+r,j 
+I cjkA~ f IK(uJigj(xj+ATuJ duj f IK(uk)lgk(xk+ATuk) duk j,Ok 
p p 
~I cjA~Igj(r)looiKI~+ I cjkA~IgjloolgklooiKI~ 
j~l j,Ok 
=cA~, 
which satisfies the condition (L5) of Lemma 1. Hence, by Lemma 1, 
= 'TJ11 T + 7J12T + ... + 7JlpT 
gl(xl) gAx2) gp(xp) 
d ( f 2 p 1 ~ N 0, K (u) du I --:-----( )
1~1 g1 X1 
(12) 
Now 
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On the other hand, by following similar steps as above we know 
where 
or 
1/!jT d 2( )) 
-(-) ~ N(O, (Tj Xj ' 
gi xi 
1/!jT = Op(l). 
gi(xJ 
kr' j k "'j 
111 
Hence, since gi(xi)/ gi(xJ -1 = op(l),j = 1, 2, ... , p, the second term of (13) is op(l). 
By Lemma 2, 
(14) 
Combining (12)-(14) and applying Slutsky's theorem, we get the claimed result. D 
Proof of Corollary 2.1. Set {3 = 0, by Lemma 2 and a proof similar to Theorem 2.1, 
.JTAT (mTS(x)- mTs(x)) ~ N(O, cr2(x)). 
The claim is immediate because cr2 (x)/(TAT)~o, as n.T~oo. D 
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